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Abstract - We present measurements and modeling of a self
heating mechanism responsible for third-order intermodulation
distortion in coplanar waveguide transmission lines. Temperature
variations, at the envelope frequency of the input signal, induce
dynamic changes in the distributed resistance that, when mixed
with the fundamental tones, give rise to intermodulation.

Index Terms -Coplanar waveguides, nonlinearities, electro
thermal effects, intermodulation distortion.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The existence of a self-heating mechanism that induces
third-order intermodulation distortion (IMD3) is a well-known
process in power amplifiers, on which successful efforts have
been done on its modeling [1]-[4]. In contrast, passive
microwave devices have received little attention, where few
lumped models exist for discrete components such as
connectors, attenuators and terminations [5]. For purposes of
characterization and prediction, a nonlinear distributed model
of the transmission lines with self-heating mechanism
involved is required, in which the experimental observables
can be related with the material properties and their
temperature derivatives.
In this work, we present a distributed model to account for
these nonlinearities induced by self-heating in transmission
lines. The model introduces a thermal domain that simulates
the heat flow along the transmission line and through the
substrate, and is coupled to the electromagnetic domain.
The model was tested by use of coplanar waveguides
(CPW) made of gold on sapphire, and showed good agreement
with measured results on transmission lines of different
lengths.
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A scheme showing the generation process of IMD3 due to
self-heating is shown in Fig. 1, in which the two-tones test
represents a useful method in nonlinear analysis. A two-tone
signal (h and j) can be interpreted as a sinusoidal modulated
signal at a frequency �f=f2-f, centered at fo=f,+�fl2= f2-�fl2.
In the CPWs under study, dissipation is largely due to
conductor losses for a substrate with negligible loss, such as
sapphire. In such a case, the quadratic relation between
instantaneous dissipated power and current implies that heat
fluctuations are generated at frequencies �f, 2f" f,+f2 and 2f2'
However, the relation between dissipation (Pif)) and
temperature (T(f)) [8],
(I)

states that only variations at the envelope frequency ,1f will
produce substantial temperature changes due to the low-pass
filter behavior of the thermal impedance Zif) that is related to
the slow nature of thermal dynamics [8].
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Fig. I.

Process by which IMD3 is generated in a transmission line.

Resistive losses are responsible for temperature fluctuations that in
tum change the metal resistivity, giving rise to a dynamically
generated nonlinearity.

As seen in Fig. 1, temperature fluctuations change the metal
resistivity P(T) and, therefore, the distributed resistance RlT)
of the line. In fact, the temperature-induced changes can also
be treated as an amplitude modulation of the input signals h
and/;, by a modulating signal at frequency M, which gives rise
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to IMD3 at 2fl-f2 and 2f2-fl. So, in such a situation,
measurements of IMD3 while sweeping the tones spacing will
lead to a low-pass filter shape [5] that could be used to de
embed the thermal impedance if an accurate model is used:

directions. In fact, the shunt capacitances can be combined in
parallel with Ceq/w(f) to represent an equivalent overall heat
capacity of the metal and substrate L1V in volume (Fig. 2).
In Fig. 2, the horizontal axis corresponds to the direction
along the line, while the vertical axis is perpendicular to the
wafer. So the thermal domain model presented is distributed
along the horizontal axis but concentrated on the vertical axis.
This means that L1x represents a section of the line and L1z is
the total substrate thickness. The latter means that the 3D heat
dissipation process has to be consistently modeled by use of a
2D model, even when the heat diffusion area on the XY plane
changes as a function of frequency [8]. Such a frequency
dependent lateral diffusion area can be taken into account by
use of a frequency-dependent equivalent heat capacity
Ce /,i f) , similar to that used in [5]. Moreover, the fact that a
q
CPW consists of a center conductor between two ground
planes implies that an equivalent width Weq in terms of
dissipation (usually related to the physical width by a
geometrical factor [8]), has to be considered if a 2D model is
used.
In Figure 2, Rm,Ll,=Rm,./(Weqtm) and Rs,Ll,= Rs,./(WeqL1x) are the
thermal resistances for a section of metal and substrate
respectively, where tm is the metal thickness. Heat radiation
and convection are considered negligible, as well as heat flow
through the probes, which are modeled using high value
resistances at the terminations of the thermal domain.
Finally, dissipation in the electromagnetic domain is
coupled to the thermal domain as a current source (see Fig. 2).
This makes use of the fact that, in such a thermal transmission
line, current and voltage are analogous to heat and
temperature, respectively [8].

(2)
B.

Model Implementation

A consistent model to account for the aforementioned
process needs the interaction of an electromagnetic and a
thermal domain. Then, we build the electromagnetic domain
as a cascade of sections of a certain length Ax, of lumped
elements Rd,J/T)= RiT)-!Jx, LdA,= Ld·!Jx, CdA,= Cd·!Jx, Cd,Jx=
Ci!Jx, where RiT), Ld, Cd' and Cd are the distributed
parameters of the coplanar waveguide. For very thin
conductor strips as used in our experiments, the distributed
resistance changes with temperature as follows: RiT)=Rdi 1 +
dI), where ex. is the temperature coefficient of resistivity.
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Linear and nonlinear characterization of two coplanar
waveguides was carried out at room temperature for purposes
of model validation.
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Fig. 2.

A.

Implementation of a section of transmission line in both

Test Wafer and Linear Measurements

Two 480 nm-thick gold CPWs, with the same geometry
except for different length IA=4.200 mm and 1 9=9. 933 mm,
were fabricated using photolithographic techniques on a 430
f.l.m-thick sapphire substrate. A 20 nm-thick titanium
intermediate layer was used for better adhesion between gold
and substrate. The center conductor, ground planes and gap
widths are 30 fAm, 200 fAm and 15 fAm, respectively.
A procedure of multi-line TRL calibrations and impedance
comparison was applied to extract the distributed parameters
of the CPWs. Details on these extraction technique can be
found in [9]. Extracted resistance and inductance per unit
length from measurements is shown in Fig. 3. The extracted
capacitance per unit length is Cd=162 pF/m, and Gd is
negligible.

electromagnetic and thermal domains.

On the other hand, thermal modeling of the heat flow along
the transmission line and through the substrate is implemented
by means of the thermal resistance R'h=L1,/k'h and the
volumetric heat capacity C'h=;CP' that can be separately
defined for the metal and the substrate [8] (in the previous
expressions, kth, q and C are the thermal conductivity, density,
p
and heat capacity of the material, respectively, and ,1/1 is a
length increment in the direction of the heat propagation that
can either be Ax along the line or LIz through the substrate (see
Fig. 2)). So, with the above-mentioned thermal distributed
parameters, each section of transmission line can be thermally
modeled along the metal and through the substrate with a
series resistance and shunt capacitance in the respective
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Further details on this measurement setup can be found in [9].
The measurement results can be seen in Fig. 4 in dashed lines
for both CPWs A and B.
As observed from the measurements, the baseline IMD3
level of the system itself is around - 100 dBm for the specified
input power, while the measurement noise floor is at - 140
dBm. This makes the system nonlinearities predominant over
the device for modulation frequencies of 1 MHz and above.
Theoretical thermal conductivity values used in this work
are ks,th = 42 W·m-'·K' and km,th = 3 18 W·m-'·K' for sapphire
and gold, respectively [8]. A temperature coefficient of
resistivity for gold of ex = 0.0037 K' is also used for both lines
[8].
Equation (2) states that the measured intermodulation level
is proportional to the square of the thermal impedance, and
this is used next to extract the equivalent heat capacity Ccq,Llif)
as a function of frequency, implemented as Ceq, if)=
Cd,th(f)' WCq' z.
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Fig. 3.

Resistance and inductance per unit length as extracted from

measurements (dashed lines) and a polynomial fit (solid lines).

Figure 3 also shows the polynomial fit for Rd and Ld, which
smoothes the data from measurements and is used in the
circuit model.
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As previously noted, the dependence of the intermodulation
distortion level on the envelope frequency of the input signal
is probably the convincing evidence for self-heating induced
nonlinearities. To evaluate this and to validate the model with
measurements, IMD3 has been measured on both CPWs for a
wide range of tone spacings. The upper tone was set at f2=6
GHz, while the lower tone f,=f,-Llf varied so that Llf ranges
Llf=2 Hz to Llf= 1 GHz at an input power of 20 dBm per tone.
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By means of the procedure above, an equivalent heat
capacity can be described using a polynomial in log-log scale:

Cd,lhC!)
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in which Ctho=3.94, Cth,=-0.784 and Cth,=0.0 186 are used in
the model to'simulate the results shown in Fig. 4. A low-order
polynomial is used to keep the tendency of the thermal
impedance at frequencies above those used for the fitting.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the agreement between
measurements and modeling is very good for both lines using
Wcq=700 Ilm. Only a small deviation is observed at the
modulation frequency of 2 Hz, which could be an indication
of the probes effect.
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(2)

extrapolated to obtain the theoretical DC value of the thermal

Nonlinear Measurements

�

means of

Measurements (2f,-f, and 2f,-f, are squares and circles

respectively)

and
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(solid
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of

the

generated IMD3 of the two CPWs presented in this work. The higher
IMD3 level corresponds to the longer B CPW (18=9.933 mm), and the
lower corresponds to A CPW (lA=4.2 mm).

A special measurement setup intended to increase the
measurement dynamic range at the spectrum analyzer by
means of cancellation of the fundamental tones was used.
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